Freshmen surprised over their grades... much seems to be their specialty. Freeman Huskey, wanting to know about the "handsome" was... And the football squad wanted to know what "ammonia" is... Coach Hickey graciously tells them.

Stanley Bryant asks what "pincetc" is... Two sophomores break the record of "blunt writing" in the Hall with a 23-1 score... Wesley Walker announcing that "Sigmas Sigma section is to be under the street and north... "A Valley Brown says he’ll be there.

Bob Warren still tries to make eyes at the señoritas of the city...."Extra- normal footballer's" technique... Ralph Mahdy and T. A. Casper are pointed from "Heath... From your best friend won’t you try the reason? "Chick" Dorsett records three phone calls a day from his inamorata.... "Glen Newton sums up a story about different things... Fraternities with card playing.

"Spot" Momsio says "hand throws is around and..."... Darby gives a play-by-play report of the squatters of the college. High school football game having their pictures taken... And Doug Borree goes back to work afterwards.

Dudie Luxie’s mother writes her from Baltimore that she was very "prizy" to see in the state that he passed the intelligence test.

Douane, reading a book entitled "Getting Married..." Sallie selling cigarettes in miles... Faculty-medicate bridge tournaments... High school in the defeat of the faculty members... Seven T.V. Dells are elected being Duquesa College. 

Jakin Toker in embolism... "Miss Toker, you are disgustingly drunk!"... Harry Venture and Amelia Fowles acting like suitor and是不是... Mr. Toker... "Teacher's figures" are... Professor... Suggestions from a student... Why.
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not a hold out to prevent who is the oldest man in the school... Due to a certain senior’s recent birthday, the discussion has been wasting fast and furious over who is the oldest man in the institution.... Girls looking forward to the Dance.

Railroad time tables being consulted in Christmas vacation drawn near... P. E. pledge signs out on the campus where the P. E. house is located.

Remember of the cows hunt still floating around... One girl couldn’t attend the Phi Kappa Sigma dance as a result of the cows hunt... Gisela Sylvaen enjoying the production Macbeth.

Theodore, Chusson Smith (better known as "Pat") threatened to impersonate a gayer when awakened by friends... And he did.

Lamar Bryant snatches a ride home after the high school dance... Betty June Swarood’s years 17 times in Tus- son’s Spanish after a dance, while Ted Pushinsky kept up... Betty Harton calls up the offer to get her name in the paper.

Sturgeon Hope reports that Lake Williamson refuses to go on any more long (work or weak) red trips for the last time he was wearing colored glasses... "Stumpy" figures returns for the W. & L. game.

Burney Rose says “You can take my life, but you can’t take my rat cat”... Bill Fite and Laverne again over which room they are going to hold.

Bob Alexander yells, "What he, where, and who..." Amelia Fowles goes in and out of Diana going to be fostered, or can I live for myself.

Ray Stoker admires his figure as motorists look on... Harry Hilton becomes pledge asking various people to work-out with the bug... Suddenly walks away.

Hose tells the judge a few things about wine, women, and secrets.

Roller skating proving to be a popular pastime for Carolina students at new indoor roller skating rink... Sito Seiack lamenting the fact that there will be no more intra-mural football for this year... Darla Rhodes breaking loose on Tuesday evening... Bob Houghlitt shadow boxing.

A. D. Pi pledge looking forward to Hell Week... Walter Taylor asking intelligent questions in Cie. He was Pecora giving a splendid talk in place of... With the result that Alfred Fedde hitched a work horse’s worth of T. B. stamps.

3. Strawberry’s figure is about the next thing to braos, or so he thinks... Sher Thompson’s visitor managed to move up the three before he left... Bob Warren wants to know what its all about.

There are 24 letters in the Greek alphabet.
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